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Long term variations in the lower stratospheric water vapor can have a signifi-
cant influence on the radiative balance and ozone chemistry of the lower stratosphere.
Satellite data allowing a global view of the stratospheric water vapor have only been
available since the late 1970s providing a nearly continuous 30-year record of strato-
spheric water vapor. This study examines the long term record of lower stratospheric
water vapor focusing on the 20-year data record from the Stratospheric Aerosol and
Gas Experiment II (SAGE II). Comparisons between SAGE II lower stratospheric
water vapor and the results from other data products are also examined. This study
further focuses on the minimum lower stratospheric water vapor (i.e., hygropause)
and on the dehydration seen in the hygropause with examination of the transport
barrier at both the tropical tropopause and the tropopause folding region between
the tropics and extra-tropics that would account for this decadal variation.
In order to use the SAGE II water vapor product, the effects of aerosol contam-
ination from four volcanic eruptions from 1984 to 1992 were examined, leading to
a four level filtering of the SAGE II water vapor data to allow retention of good
data from early in the data record. With the improved, filtered water vapor data,
monthly and seasonal time series analyses show a significant decadal variation in the
lower stratosphere for all months where the satellite coverage provided data from the
late 1980s to the early 2000s. This decadal variation documents a decrease in the
water vapor from below approximately 25 km to below the tropopause with this de-
crease seen in the hygropause from the tropics to the poles. Comparisons of SAGE II
water vapor data with Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS), Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS), and HALogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) highlight a
xv
consistent picture of water vapor variations over this decadal time frame which high-
lighted a change in the water vapor pattern that suggests a rising hygropause in the
lower stratospheric column of the deep tropics to a poleward horizontal spreading of
the hygropause.
Variations seen in the long-term hygropause drying from the tropics to the poles
require examination of three transport mechanisms at the regions around the tro-
popause for the months/season preceding the seasonal minimum. The water vapor
minimum in the lower stratosphere was determined from SAGE II water vapor data.
Analysis of the hygropause for all months provided a consistent neutral or decreasing
value in the long-term water vapor minimum. March was shown to be the seasonal
minimum in the hygropause over this 20-year low aerosol record, followed by a dis-
continuity in the minimum abundance after 2000.
From the analysis performed on the SAGE II data at all levels of the stratosphere,
the long-term decline in water vapor in the lower stratosphere was statistically signif-
icant. It was clear that the drier air affecting the lower stratosphere was not entering
from the top of the stratosphere, because air is dominated by rising motion in the
tropics. The tropical tropopause was examined to determine if there was broadening
of the tropical circulation that would account for the characteristics of the tropical
hygropause in the sub-tropical and extra-tropical regions of the tropopause for the
months of December through April. The relative changes between the heights of the
tropopause and the hygropause in the latitude regions away from the tropical min-
ima of approximately 1 km did not produce any statistically significant indication of
seasonal long-term poleward broadening of tropical circulations for the season prior
to the March minimum.
The tropical tropopause temperatures were examined using the new Modern Era
Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) data set. Analysis
showed a significant decrease in the tropical and sub-tropical tropopause temperatures
xvi
over the 20-year time frame for the DJF season preceding the March minimum. The
lower temperatures would provide a colder “cold trap” at the tropopause, further
“freeze drying” the air seasonally transported from the upper troposphere to the
lower stratosphere, providing the long-term dehydration in the hygropause and lower
stratosphere.
To examine the transport pathway of moist upper tropospheric air into the lower
stratosphere at the sub-tropical and extra-tropical latitudes, the Ertel’s Potential
Vorticity (EPV or PV) was examined as a proxy for the sub-tropical jet movement
towards the poles over this long-term record. Changes in this pathway location may
affect the efficiency of isentropic transport of moist tropospheric air into the lower
stratosphere at these higher latitudes. Since the sub-tropical jet resides in-between
the EPV contour levels of ±2 PVU and ±4 PVU, a change in the location of these
contour lines would indicate a change in the sub-tropical jet location. Analysis using
the MERRA zonal EPV and maximum zonal Uwind data showed a significant shift
in the locations of the contours towards the poles over this 20-year time frame for
the DJF, DJFM seasons and the month of December. Whereas this does indicate a
shift in the sub-tropical jet location as bounded by the EPV contours of −2 PVU and
−4 PVU, the zonal gradient in EPV between these contours and the zonal maximum
Uwind did not indicate that the strength of the extra-tropical transport barrier had
statistically changed. This study concludes with a discussion of how the transport
barrier in the tropics and subtropics, where colder tropopause temperatures have been
shown to occur along with the increasing Brewer-Dobson circulation just above the
tropopause, are the likely cause for the decreasing water vapor trend as seen in the




Water vapor is generally considered the dominant greenhouse gas in the atmosphere
because of its abundance in the atmosphere and its radiative properties (Sokolik,
2008). Water vapor absorbs infrared radiation over a wide spectral band continuum
and is a source of the ozone destroying hydroxyl radical, introducing competing effects
on the temperature of the stratosphere (Forster and Shine, 1999). Although climate
science research focuses on the longer lasting greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide
and methane, and their feedback mechanisms (Solomon et al., 2007, IPCC Technical
Report), there is still uncertainty as to the magnitude of the effects of water vapor
and its feedback mechanisms in the lower stratosphere on the long term temperature
and circulation of the lower stratosphere (Forster and Shine, 2002). Some of the
uncertainty for predicting long term climate variation in the lower stratosphere and
Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL) stems from a lack of knowledge as to the global
long term trend in water vapor in this region of the atmosphere and the mechanisms
that can affect the long term water vapor availability in the lower stratosphere.
Observations from balloon-borne measurements from the 1980s to 2000 provided
some evidence that lower stratospheric water vapor was increasing, causing a cool-
ing effect in the stratosphere but inversely warming the troposphere (Dvortsov and
Solomon, 2001; Rosenlof et al., 2001; Oltmans et al., 2000). Since 2000, observa-
tions have shown that lower stratospheric water vapor decreased, possibly warming
the lower stratosphere, while cooling the tropospheric temperatures (Solomon et al.,
2010; Randel et al., 2006). Other studies show that while the water vapor is decreas-
ing in the lower stratosphere, the temperature is also decreasing in the same region,
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possibly because of the loss of aerosols from volcanic eruptions in the 1980s and 1990s
(Thompson and Solomon, 2009). Lack of a good, continuous, long term global record
of the vertical profile of water vapor in the lower stratosphere, along with a lack
of observations that completely describe how water vapor enters the lower strato-
sphere, have contributed to some uncertainty as to the water vapor trends globally,
the mechanisms that produce those trends, and therefore the effects on the overall
global climate from lower stratospheric water vapor.
The long term water vapor variations in the lower stratosphere and the mech-
anisms behind those decadal variations have been of interest in climate science for
decades. How and where the air is dehydrated as it moves from the moist upper
troposphere into the lower stratosphere has been studied using various observational
and modeling data from balloon borne hygrometers, to satellite sensors, to in-situ
aircraft flights with observations compared to model results. All observations and
models point to the transport barrier at the tropopause and the circulation patterns
just above and below the tropical tropopause as mechanisms that affect the total
lower stratospheric water vapor (Fueglistaler et al., 2009).
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the transport and zonal mean circulations as-
sociated with movement of air from the upper troposphere into the lower strato-
sphere taken directly from Fueglistaler et al. (2009). Of interest to this study, the
schematic highlights five areas of transport across the transport barrier of the tropo-
pause, including (a) the small amount of rapid convective moisture that might pass
through the tropical tropopause (the moisture could be transported isentropically
along the 360 K potential temperature contour into the mid-latitude lower strato-
sphere), (b) the subsidence feature in the sub-tropics and (c) the sub-tropical jet,
which limits transport across the tropical-to-extra-tropical barrier, and (e) the rapid
meridional transport, sometimes designated “the lower Brewer-Dobson circulation”,
which would move moist/dehydrated air rapidly to the poles along isentropic contours
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Figure 1.1: Schematic transport and zonal mean circulation taken directly from
Fueglistaler et al. (2009) showing (a) the three zonally averaged levels of convective
outflow, (b) radiative cooling, (c) the sub-tropical jet, (d) radiative heating, (e) rapid
meridional transport above the tropopause, and (f) the tropical pipe.
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just above the tropopause. Conversely, the radiative effects of the lower stratospheric
water vapor on the tropospheric circulation can feed back on the transport of water
vapor through the transport barriers (Tandon et al., 2011) causing circulation changes
that further enhance or reduce water vapor transport across the tropopause.
Deep convective transport of water vapor across the tropical tropopause—letter (a)
in Figure 1.1—was first postulated by Brewer (1949) and defined as part of the circula-
tion where air moves through the tropopause into the upper stratosphere, then moves
to the higher latitudes where it radiatively cools and descends to the lower strato-
sphere and troposphere (Dobson, 1956). The Brewer-Dobson circulation provided a
means for moist tropopause air to move through the tropical tropopause “cold trap”,
dehydrating the air mass to levels between 2–6 ppmv (Oltmans and Hofmann, 1995;
Hintsa et al., 1998) depending on the tropopause temperature. Tropopause temper-
atures are seasonal, and observations have shown that cold tropopause temperatures
produce seasonally drier lower stratospheric air above the tropical tropopause. If the
upper Brewer-Dobson circulation were the only pathway for water vapor to move into
the mid- and high latitudes, then the lower stratospheric water vapor would have the
mixing ratios of the upper stratospheric descending air. Methane oxidation provides
upper stratospheric water vapor mixing ratios in the mid- and high latitudes that do
not match those found in the lower stratosphere in the same latitudes (Dessler and
Sherwood, 2004). Therefore, other pathways exist for transporting air into the lower
stratosphere in the mid- and high latitudes. One recent postulation is for the existence
of a lower branch of the Brewer-Dobson (B-D) circulation that rapidly moves air in
the lower stratosphere from just above the tropical tropopause to the mid- and high
latitude lower stratosphere along isentropic surfaces (Ray et al., 2010) as represented
by (e) in Figure 1.1. This is an extension of the isentropic transport mechanism pro-
posed by Hoskins (1991), Holton et al. (1995), and Dessler et al. (1995) for moving
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air across the mid- and high latitude tropopause along the isentropic surfaces below
380 K.
Evidence for isentropic transport from the Upper Troposphere (UT) to the Lower
Stratosphere (LS) at the mid-latitudes was provided by Poulida et al. (1996), Rood
et al. (1997), Hintsa et al. (1998), Ray et al. (2004), and Dessler and Sherwood (2004)
from observational data showing insertion of UT air across the sub- and extratropical
tropopause into the LS through the process of deep convective transport. Wang (2003)
performed modeling work that provided a mechanism for water vapor transport from
the top of deep convective anvil clouds diabatically into the LS, where it then moved
adiabatically along isentropic surfaces in the stratosphere. Schoeberl (2004) added
support to the isentropic surface cross-tropopause pathways through the estimation
of the air mass flux from the downward diabatic cross-tropopause exchange between
the lower stratosphere and the upper troposphere, which was five times that available
from the B-D circulation downward exchange of air mass from the upper stratosphere
to the lower stratosphere. Another pathway for transport of tropospheric air masses
across the transport barrier occurs at the sub-tropical jet location. A strong sub-
tropical jet, characterized by strong PV gradients, tends to cut-off isentropic transport
across the tropopause (Holton et al., 1995). Estimations of how much water vapor
is irreversibly transported isentropically into the lower stratosphere have not been
determined because of the complexity of potentially competing pathways and the
difficulty in finding a realtime proxy to track this pathway across the transport barrier.
Recent studies have investigated how the isentropic transport can be reduced or
enhanced through upper atmospheric circulation changes in the sub-tropics and mid-
latitudes (Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000).
The seasonal sub-tropical jet—letter (c) in Figure 1.1—is located at the poleward
edge of the Hadley circulation. The seasonal strength and location of the Hadley circu-
lation can affect the location of the subsidence of air masses in the tropical/subtropical
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of Hadley circulations in the troposphere.
latitudes—letter (b) in Figure 1.1. Changes in the location of the descending edge
of the Hadley circulation therefore affect the terrestrial location for rainfall in the
subtropical latitudes affecting millions of people on the planet (Webster, 2004). Fig-
ure 1.2 shows an idealized schematic of the Hadley circulation for both hemispheres
showing the locations of the ascending and descending air masses. Recent findings
have shown that the sub-tropical jet has moved poleward over the last 30 years (Sei-
del et al., 2007; Hudson, 2011) with concurrent indications of a broadening of the
seasonal Hadley cell towards the poles (Hu and Fu, 2007). There are also indications
that the sub-tropical jets have weakened and moved higher in altitude (Archer and
Caldeira, 2008).
This thesis will present the decadal pattern of variations in the monthly aver-
aged lower stratospheric water vapor and water vapor minimum (or hygropause as
defined by Kley et al., 1979) for the Southern Hemisphere preceding the annual water
vapor minimum over the 20-year SAGE II data record from 1986–2005. Chapter 2
introduces the data and methodology for this study; Chapter 3 details the decadal
variations in the lower stratospheric water vapor and hygropause; Chapter 4 examines
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the mechanisms for the observed changes at the transport barrier along the tropical,
sub-tropical and extratropical tropopause that can explain the observed decadal vari-
ations in the lower stratospheric water vapor; and Chapter 5 provides a discussion of





Over the last three decades, satellite instruments have observed stratospheric water
vapor with varying degrees of temporal and spatial coverage and varying measure-
ment precision and accuracy. The difficulty in discovering decadal climate variations
in the stratospheric water vapor is in recovering a long-term record of observed wa-
ter vapor from the few satellite data sets available up to 2005. This is made even
more difficult when column measurements are used requiring the removal of tropo-
spheric water vapor from the measurement to infer stratospheric water vapor values.
To avoid the large uncertainty that column measurements introduce into the lower
stratospheric water vapor retrievals, satellite instruments that measured water vapor
vertical profiles are used to highlight the 30 year record of lower stratospheric water
vapor features. This study undertakes the analysis of three satellite data sets that
observe the water vapor vertical profiles from ∼3 hPa to ∼100 hPa to show changes
in the stratospheric water vapor from 1979 to 2005.
2.1.1 SAGE II
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment II (SAGE II) instrument was aboard
the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) satellite, which was deployed from
the Space Shuttle Challenger on October 5, 1984 into a nominal 56◦ inclination,
610 km circular orbit. The SAGE II instrument employed a seven-channel sunpho-
tometer to measure aerosols (four channels at 1.02 µm, 0.525 µm, 0.453 µm, and
0.385 µm), ozone (0.6 µm), water vapor (0.94 µm), and nitrogen dioxide (0.448 µm
and 0.453 µm using differential absorption) at each sunrise and sunset using the solar
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the solar occultation technique that the SAGE II
sunphotometer detector employed from an orbit of 610 km. Picture
taken from NASA Langley Research Center, Office of Public Affairs (1996),
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/langley/news/factsheets/SAGE.html.
occultation technique (Figure 2.1) with an instrument field of view in the directions
normal to the Sun’s ray of 0.5 km vertically by 5 km horizontally (Cunnold et al.,
1989; Yue et al., 1989).
SAGE II provided fifteen sunrise and sunset measurements daily (individually
called an “event”) distributed evenly in longitude along a latitude circle up to 2000.
After 2000, the instrument was operated at 50% duty cycle to conserve the azimuth
gimbal system and extend the mission life until satellite shutdown in August 2005
(Taha et al., 2004). Because of the temporal and spatial sparseness of the Low Earth
Orbit (LEO) solar occultation sampling, the SAGE II data set does not have daily
coverage of the globe, especially in the tropics. Therefore SAGE II data are best
used for monthly and seasonal analyses of the atmosphere from ∼10 km to 50 km.
The monthly mean calculation provides that at any given latitude segment, there
are enough events to produce a significant water vapor mean for that latitude bin.
Figure 2.2 shows plots of events that make up the 10-degree zonal monthly mean
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Figure 2.2: Event counts, before quality screening, for two SAGE II zonal (10 degrees
in latitude) monthly means from January 1986 to August 2005. Left plot is for
Southern Hemisphere mid-latitude; Right plot is for Southern Hemisphere tropical
region.
at an altitude of 16 km for the lifetime of the SAGE II instrument for mid-latitude
and tropical zonal bins. The tropical latitudes were not well covered by the SAGE II
instrument, however the mid–high-latitude event counts for the monthly mean calcu-
lation are more significant for eleven months of the year up to the year 2000, when
the SAGE II instrument was transitioned to a reduced duty cycle until it was decom-
missioned in 2005.
The lack of water vapor monthly mean data at 16 km for June 1991 to Febru-
ary 1993, seen in Figure 2.2, reflects the degradation of the water vapor signal caused
by the high aerosol influence from the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in June 1991. This vol-
canic eruption produced approximately 20–30 megatons of aerosol in the lower and
middle stratosphere up to 30 km initially in the Northern Hemisphere between 10◦S–
30◦N, with eventual aerosol dispersal into the mid and high latitude lower stratosphere
of both hemispheres through dynamic processes of winter stratospheric jet-stream air-
mass movement (McCormick and Veiga, 1992). Figure 2.3 shows the zonal-mean dis-
tribution of aerosol in 20-degree latitude bins in the tropics and midlatitudes over the
20-year SAGE II instrument operation using the SAGE II aerosol product from the
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Figure 2.3: Aerosol distribution from 1986 to 2005 using the SAGE II 1020 nm
aerosol product. The top two plots show the 20-degree zonal region on either side of
the equator, while the bottom plots show the zonal mid-latitude regions of the Earth.
Aerosol extinctions from 10−3 km−1 (red) to 0.4×10−4 km−1 (blue) are shown.
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Figure 2.4: Zonal monthly mean water vapor fractions for the SAGE II 940 nm
channel. Small water vapor fractions (dark blue to purple) have a higher uncertainty
associated with the water vapor mixing ratio measurement.
1020 nm channel. This aerosol product shows the presence of aerosol at various par-
ticle densities from multiple volcanic eruptions primarily affecting the stratospheric
aerosol layer. Large aerosol extinctions can be seen in the tropics between 18 km and
26 km, and as high as 35 km from Mt. Pinatubo. Relatively large aerosol densities
at mid-latitudes are also seen from 12 km to 20 km, with aerosols produced from
Mt. Pinatubo up to 30 km. The aerosol extinction ranges up to 10×10−4 km−1, with
Mt. Pinatubo gases producing the largest amount of aerosol extinctions over a large
latitude range of the globe during the 20-year SAGE II data record.
The aerosol influence from the Mt. Pinatubo eruption can clearly be seen in the
SAGE II water vapor data (Figure 2.2) as an omission of water vapor signal motivated
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by channel saturation, however the effects of that eruption and other aerosol produc-
ing events can be seen in the SAGE II data in the mid and tropical latitude plots of
the water vapor fraction (Figure 2.4), which is a measure of the fraction of the water
vapor absorption contained in the total optical depth signal for the 0.96 µm water
vapor channel (Thomason et al., 2004). At water vapor fractions of less than 5%, the
uncertainty in the water vapor mixing ratio can increase to greater than 40%, with
values of uncertainty as high as 300% were seen following the Mt. Pinatubo eruption
at some altitudes and locations resulting from the errors introduced into the water
vapor algorithm from the aerosol model.
In October 2003, version 6.2 of the SAGE II water vapor data was released,
providing better aerosol modeling that rectified some low-aerosol loading discrepancies
in the water vapor signal. Version 6.2 also fixed the apparent drift in the water vapor
channel, providing a better fit of the SAGE II water vapor product to the HALOE
water vapor product (Thomason et al., 2004). Although version 6.2 has better aerosol
modeling algorithms, high aerosol can still adversely affect the water vapor retrieval
during the periods of large aerosol extinctions from volcanic eruptions, causing large
uncertainties in the water vapor signal at water vapor fractions of less than 5%.
Because of the large uncertainty in the water vapor mixing ratio that can occur
when aerosol is present, and because of the climatological difference with HALOE
water vapor, Thomason et al. (2004) recommended that water vapor data for aerosol
extinctions greater than 3×10−4 km−1 be avoided in climatological studies. However,
caution should be taken to not eliminate possible valid water vapor data in the lower
stratosphere, as high concentrations of aerosols do not necessarily invalidate the water
vapor data, but only contribute to a higher uncertainty in the value for most of the
20-year record (L. W. Thomason, personal communication, April 4, 2009). Taha
et al. (2004) used the aerosol threshold of 2×10−4 km−1 and water vapor mixing ratio
uncertainties of greater than 50% to eliminate data and perform comparisons with
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HALOE water vapor data for three discrete time periods during coincident instrument
operations. Results from that study generally agreed with HALOE data to within
5%, however almost all of the 1985–1995 period of lower stratosphere water vapor
is eliminated from the study using this conservative aerosol threshold. In an effort
to recover as much of the valid water vapor data as possible for the entire 20-year
operation of SAGE II, a different approach to data filtering was undertaken for this
thesis study.
The aerosol sensitivity inherent in the SAGE II water vapor signal along with
known outliers in the data requires that the SAGE II water vapor data be filtered
when calculating monthly means. The filtering criteria used are highly dependent on
the size of the latitude/longitude bin and the altitude of interest in the water vapor
record, as filtering will eliminate events that make up the monthly means, which
affects both the significance of the means and the uncertainties in the mean values.
The first filtering criterion was performed on each event collected, and eliminated all
water vapor mixing ratios in an event greater than 10 ppmv in the region of interest
from the tropopause (and hygropause) to the middle stratosphere (∼35 km). This first
filtering criterion produces a water vapor event plot (Figure 2.5) that still includes
obviously anomalous mixing ratios that are a result of large aerosol uncertainties
during the time frames of known volcanic eruptions in both the tropics and mid-
latitudes. The abscissa in Figures 2.5–2.8 shows the cumulative number of events as
a consequence of the daily event counts varying over the 20-year SAGE II data record
for each latitude bin. The second filtering criterion allows for retention of possibly
valid data in the early period of the SAGE II product by setting the filter value for
aerosol extinction at the less conservative threshold of 6×10−4 km−1.
A side-by-side comparison of the events retained for two aerosol filtering criteria,
the conservative filtering of water vapor events for aerosol extinction values greater
than 2×10−4 km−1 applied by Taha et al. (2004), and the less conservative aerosol
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Figure 2.5: SAGE II water vapor mixing ratios for the zonal tropical (top plot)
and sub-tropical (bottom plot) regions at 20 km (approximate altitude of maximum
aerosol extinction) from January 1986 to August 2005. The x-axis shows the cumu-
lative events recorded (not a time series as daily event counts vary) over that time
period. Data have been filtered for outliers greater than 10 ppmv. Dates of events

































































































































































































































































































































































































































threshold at greater than 6×10−4 km−1, is shown in Figure 2.6. It is apparent that
some events in and around 1989 and 1991 are retained even using the conservative
aerosol threshold of 2×10−4 km−1, however much of the data before 1995 is lost. At
first glance, the less conservative approach used by this study retains events that
are comparable in mixing ratio with events retained using the aerosol threshold of
2×10−4 km−1, supporting the assertion that the early SAGE II water vapor event
data, which is eliminated under the method of Taha et al. (2004), might indeed be
valid. The standard error on the events for both criteria varies primarily between
20% and 60% with a few (∼10%) exhibiting higher standard errors up to a maximum
of about 300%. The highest of these anomalous standard errors occur in the early
1990s and are attributed to the aerosol contamination from the Mt. Kelut volcanic
eruption (Figure 2.7).
A third filtering criterion is used to eliminate events with standard errors greater
than 60% from inclusion in the calculations of the monthly means. Removing the
approximately 10% of events over the 20-year record where the standard errors are
greater than 60% does eliminate the early 1990 events retrieved during the Mt. Kelut
eruption as well as most of the events in 1986 that exhibit high aerosol contamination
as seen in Figure 2.7. The monthly means and uncertainties in the estimations of the
monthly means given the events’ standard measurement errors, sometimes referred to
as the monthly mean uncertainties, are included in the lower two plots, with monthly
mean uncertainties mostly at or below 10%. This third filtering criterion improves
the mid-latitude data by removing approximately the 3% of events that exceed a
60% standard error limit. Figure 2.8 shows the sub-tropical zonal events and result-
ing monthly means along with event uncertainties and monthly mean uncertainties
from data cleared by the three filtering criteria employed by this study. Once again
the monthly mean uncertainties in the estimations of the mean calculated from the
events standard errors were mostly at or below 10%, with February 1990 through
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Figure 2.8: The water vapor events and monthly means (top plot) and the event
standard errors and errors in the estimations of the monthly means (bottom plot)
for the sub-tropical zonal region at 20 km altitude after including all three filtering
criteria. The large monthly mean errors at ∼1900 (event count) correspond to the
time of the eruption of Mt. Kelut (Feb–Aug 1990).
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August 1990 and several months following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo showing the
largest standard errors in the 20-year record. Although the three filtering criteria
enforced on the event data so far provides data throughout the 20-year record of
SAGE II, additional filtering of the monthly means was used to ensure that the ef-
fects associated with the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo and other volcanic activity (e.g.,
Mt. Kelut and Ruiz) did not affect any long term analysis of lower stratospheric
water vapor. Additionally, when only one event was available for calculation of a
monthly mean in a given latitude/altitude bin, it was eliminated as a candidate for
this analysis.
A comparison of the difference in the monthly mean mixing ratios between the
conservative aerosol extinction filtering of 2×10−4 km−1 and the less conservative
aerosol extinction filtering of 6×10−4 km−1 for two zonal 10-degree bins at three
altitudes in the aerosol belt (between 17.5 km and 22 km) is shown in Figure 2.9. Both
data sets were filtered for outliers greater than 10 ppmv and for event standard errors
greater than 60%. As expected, the largest difference between the two aerosol filtering
criteria is seen in the 17.5 km region of the tropical and sub-tropical atmosphere
because of the greater likelihood of aerosol contamination in that region just above
the tropopause: the months from January 1986 through early 1987 (Mt. Ruiz and
El Chichon), February 1990 through August 1990 (Mt. Kelut), and the time of the
Mt. Pinatubo aerosol feature (June 1991 through early 1996) show the most difference
between the two aerosol filtering methods primarily at the lower altitude of 17.5 km
just above the tropopause. The standard error of estimation of the monthly means
using the 6×10−4 km−1 aerosol extinction filter at the three altitudes for the two zonal
latitude regions are mostly around the 10% uncertainty range, with the months of
the Mt. Kelut and Mt. Pinatubo aerosol contamination as clear outliers of the norm





























































































































































































































































































The difference in the monthly mean water vapor mixing ratio between the two
aerosol filtering criteria clearly argue for caution when considering the tropical/sub-
tropical lower atmosphere just above the tropopause during the time frame when
volcanic eruptions produce aerosols in the stratosphere. Standard errors reported
just above the tropopause in the tropics are typically below 20%, decreasing to below
15% in the sub-tropics. For regions higher in the atmosphere (above 20 km), the
difference between the two aerosol filtering criteria can be more readily attributed
to aerosols especially in the sub-tropics and mid-latitudes (not shown). A quick way
to provide better confidence of any long term variations in stratospheric water vapor
over the 20-year record is to eliminate the monthly means in 1990 (February–August),
and 1991–1994 (June 1991–December 1994), where high aerosol extinctions likely
affected the water vapor retrieval significantly in the sub-tropics and mid-latitudes.
Also eliminating any monthly means calculated from only one event will improve the
confidence in the 20-year monthly mean data record. Some caution should still be
exercised when considering the tropical and sub-tropical regions above the tropopause,
as that is the region showing the most difference between the conservative and less
conservative filtering criteria. These differences, however, are mostly below ±10%,
which is within the uncertainty range of the HALOE water vapor data set comparison
(Thomason et al., 2004). The early part of the SAGE II aerosol record has a decreasing
level of aerosol in the mid- and high latitudes compared to the tropics (Figure 2.3).
It is because of the smaller aerosol signatures in the extra-tropics that the 1986–1987
monthly means will be retained for use in the analysis of stratospheric water vapor
throughout the rest of this thesis with notation where necessary to highlight high
standard errors in regions (latitude and altitude) where they occur.
Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of zonally averaged water vapor mixing ratios
between data filtered for outliers and the conservative aerosol extinction threshold of





















































































































































threshold of 6×10−4 km−1 for two May months in the high aerosol years of 1986 and
1987. The disadvantage of filtering the water vapor data using the conservative aerosol
threshold of 2×10−4 km−1 is illustrated in the middle plots of Figure 2.10, where at
all latitudes the lower stratospheric water vapor is lost when calculating the monthly
means. This effect can be seen in the record for the years from 1986–1989 and 1995–
1996 when the high aerosol months in 1990 and 1991–1994 are eliminated. Unfiltered
water vapor data (left plots) show the lower stratosphere at all latitudes (10-degree
zonal bins), but have anomalously high water vapor mixing ratios over the tropics.
The right plots provide visibility of the lower stratosphere at mid- and high-latitudes
while filtering for aerosol and outliers and providing an error estimate in the monthly
mean of less than 10% in the top of the aerosol band (approximately 20 km–25 km)
and less than 20% in the region above the tropical tropopause.
2.1.2 LIMS
The Nimbus 7 Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) satellite instru-
ment retrieved water vapor profiles (over 7000 profiles per day) from 1978 to 1979
(7.5 months) and provided the first ever near-global product of water vapor measure-
ments of the stratosphere. LIMS used a six channel infrared radiometer (wavelengths
centered between 6 µm and 15 µm) to scan the limb of the atmosphere for CO2 (two
bands straddling 15 µm), Ozone (9.6 µm), HNO3 (11.3 µm), H2Ov (6.4 µm–7.3 µm),
and NO2 (6.2 µm), and applied these observed atmospheric constituents to the study
of photochemistry, radiation, and dynamics in the stratosphere and mesosphere (Gille
and Russell, 1984). Measurements of water vapor profiles with a vertical resolution
of 5 km (version 5) were retrieved from the channel centered at 6.9 µm over latitudes
64◦S to 84◦N, and have an accuracy when compared to correlative balloon measure-
ments of 14%, which is within the error bars of the LIMS measurements (Russell
et al., 1984).
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A complete zonal picture of water vapor in the lower stratosphere obtained by
LIMS showed the existence of a hygropause extending from the tropics to the mid-
latitudes (to approximately 40 degrees) Russell et al. (1984). When the SAGE II
data product became available over a half decade after the LIMS data (version 5)
highlighted the global lower stratospheric water vapor features, SAGE II provided
verification of a well defined hygropause and increasing water vapor mixing ratios
with altitude in the tropics (Chiou et al., 1993).
SAGE II data showed a larger water vapor systematic bias when compared to
LIMS, which was separated in time by less than a decade. When both LIMS and
SAGE II were compared to the Spacelab 3 Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy
(ATMOS) data, SAGE II water vapor exhibited better agreement with ATMOS,
implying that LIMS biases in mixing ratio and hygropause location are real and need
to be taken into account when comparing LIMS data to other data sets (Chiou et al.,
1993). There is also a high latitude bias in the LIMS data showing a wetter lower
stratosphere at high latitudes than that seen in the SAGE II data (Remsberg et al.,
1984).
Recently, a new version of the LIMS algorithm (version 6) was used to process
the water vapor profiles, giving a better knowledge of the spacecraft altitude. This
provided an improvement in the temperature profiles and the registration of the water
vapor radiances with pressure (Remsberg et al., 2009). These improvements provide
a more accurate measurement (approximately 26% error compared to approximately
40% error for the lower stratosphere) of water vapor from 3 hPa to 100 hPa. The
improvements from version 5 (V5) to version 6 (V6) include a different tempera-
ture dependence model which improves the O2 interference line in the H2Ov channel,
leading to an improved tropical lower stratospheric water vapor retrieval, and bet-
ter pointing knowledge and jitter corrections which improved the latitude spacing
from 4 degrees to 1.6 degrees. Additional refinements to the algorithm improved the
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vertical resolution for H2Ov to 3.7 km and improved resolution of the water vapor ra-
tios in the upper stratosphere (methane oxidation region) and the mid-latitude lower
stratosphere. The LIMS V6 zonal mean water vapor compares well with the Aura Mi-
crowave Limb Sounder (MLS) Version 2.2 zonal water vapor, agreeing to within 10%
of each other despite the 26-year separation in the data sets (Remsberg et al., 2009).
This study will use the LIMS V6 zonal seasonal water vapor from approximately
3 hPa to 100 hPa to provide an extension to the climatological data record in seasonal
water vapor in the stratosphere since 1978/1979 as seen in the SAGE II water vapor
data record (1986–2005).
2.1.3 MLS
The Earth Observing System (EOS) Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument
was launched on the Aura satellite on July 15, 2004. It is an updated and much im-
proved version of the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) MLS instrument
launched in 1991. Aura MLS data provides measurements of the dynamical trac-
ers (e.g., water vapor) and chemical composition of the stratosphere, measurements
of trace gases in the upper troposphere, and global coverage (98◦ inclination Sun-
synchronous orbit) (Livesey et al., 2005). The instrument employs seven line-of-sight,
limb-sounding sensors using the technique of high frequency microwave radiometry to
measure vertical profiles of trace gases and atmospheric composition approximately
every 25 seconds (Livesey and Read, 2000; Read et al., 2007). The data products
are retrieved from measurements of five spectral bands centered near frequencies
118 GHz (temperature and pressure), 190 GHz (H2Ov , HNO3), 240 GHz (O3 and
CO), 640 GHz (N2O, HCl, ClO, HOCl, BrO, HO2 and SO2), and 2.5 THz (OH) over
37 pressure levels from 1000 hPa to 0.001 hPa (Schoeberl et al., 2006; Waters et al.,
2005).
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Since MLS uses microwave wavelengths, the measurements are largely unaffected
by cirrus clouds and aerosols. Thick clouds, however, will affect the radiance measure-
ments (Livesey et al., 2007; Lambert et al., 2007). For the present analysis, quality
flags are scanned prior to averaging monthly means to eliminate data that has been
contaminated by thick clouds. Averaging also takes into account the logarithmic
nature of the water vapor profile as specified by Livesey et al. (2007). The vertical
resolution for water vapor variations are from 1.5 km at about 300 hPa to 3.5 km
at 4.6 hPa. Level 2 processing using version 2.2 of the MLS algorithm represents an
improved water vapor product from the earlier 1.5 version.
Vertical profiles of water vapor from the Aura MLS instrument are available for
August 8, 2004 to the present and provide a picture of the current state of the
stratospheric water vapor that is useful for climatological comparison with LIMS
(1978–1979) and SAGE II (1986–2005). The 12 month overlap between SAGE II and
Aura MLS permits comparisons of water vapor for quantitative differences of regional
and seasonal water vapor.
This study uses the Aura MLS zonal and seasonal mean water vapor product to
compare features seen in the SAGE II zonal seasonal water vapor product for the
2005 austral spring season. Aura MLS is also used to provide a back-end extension
to the climatological changes seen since 1978/1979.
2.1.4 MERRA Data
The Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA)
data set is supplied by the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office at NASA God-
dard Space Flight Center. The MERRA data products use the GEOS-5 atmospheric
data assimilation system to collect and combine observations acquired over the satel-
lite era into a synthesized climate-quality data set (Rienecker et al., 2011). Currently
the MERRA data set extends from 1979 to the present and includes an extensive list
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of meteorological products that can be accessed through NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, GMAO (2012) at http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/research/merra/intro.php. This
study uses the analyzed 3D Zonal Uwind, the assimilated (model generated) 3D Ertel’s
Potential Vorticity, and the assimilated 2D tropopause temperature.
2.1.5 Meteorological Data
NCEP reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996) is used as a proxy for the location of the
sub-tropical jet and therefore the poleward edge of the Hadley circulation. The core of
the jet, and therefore the location of the poleward edge of the Hadley cell, is inferred
from the zonal maximum Uwind component and will be useful as a widely-published
and well-characterized context for the MERRA data product. Initial analysis of the
sub-tropical jet was performed using the NCEP Uwind product to have a comparison
with the SAGE II version 6.2 ancillary data, which uses NCEP pressure information
in the data retrieval algorithms. Future SAGE II versions will use the MERRA data
products.
2.2 Analysis Domains
For this study, the zonally averaged characteristics of the stratosphere are analyzed for
seasonal water vapor variations and sub- and extra-tropical jet movement. SAGE II
data are binned in 10-degree zonal latitude bins with a vertical resolution of 0.5 km
in altitude. For the purposes of this study, which is concerned with the water vapor
variations in the lower stratosphere, the altitude ranges used in analyzing SAGE II
data will be confined to between 10 km and 35 km. This region bounds the hygropause
from the equator to the polar regions of the globe.
LIMS and MLS water vapor analyses uses zonal bin sizes of 4 degrees in latitude
with an altitude resolution of about 3.7 km for LIMS and about 2.5 km for MLS.
Comparison with SAGE II water vapor is qualitative with explanations detailing how
differing zonal bin sizes affect the qualitative interpretation.
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Wherever possible, SAGE II monthly data are used as available in the zonal
regions of interest. Seasonal data are only used when all three months of that season
are available in the zonal regions under analysis. This does reduce the analysis sample
size, however it provides more confidence in the seasonal means.
2.3 Statistical Treatment
Errors in the estimations of the monthly means are calculated using the weighted
mean uncertainty equation specified in Bevington and Robinson (2003). Best fit linear
regression analysis uses the monthly means and weighted errors of the monthly means
to provide best fit slope, intercept, and the coefficient of correlation as outlined in
Press et al. (1993). Statistical analysis includes calculating the 95% confidence bands
of the linear regression best fit line using the Working-Hotelling 1−α confidence band
outlined in pages 40–63 from Kutner et al. (2005).
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CHAPTER III
DECADAL VARIATIONS OF THE STRATOSPHERIC
WATER VAPOR SEEN BY SAGE II
3.1 Water Vapor Comparisons
The SAGE II data product provides a unique opportunity for looking at decadal vari-
ations in stratospheric water vapor associated with large scale atmospheric circulation
changes over the last three decades. Such inferences in the changes of the large scale
circulation and stratospheric water vapor have made use of the combination of HALo-
gen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) and radiosonde (Randel et al., 2004, 2006;
Rosenlof and Reid, 2008) water vapor data from the early 1990s to the mid 2000s.
The SAGE II water vapor data coverage extends from the mid to late 1980s up to
the mid 2000s, highlighting even longer-term variations in the lower stratospheric
water vapor. The LIMS (1978–1979) and MLS (2005–present) vertical profiles of wa-
ter vapor in the stratosphere can be included to further extend the observations of
climatology in the stratosphere. Qualitative comparisons of the SAGE II water vapor
data with HALOE, LIMS, and MLS provide a record of water vapor variation in the
stratosphere from the late 1970s to the present, which highlights a multi-decadal,
dynamically changing stratosphere and has provided a rich area of active research in
the mechanisms associated with the changes in the stratospheric water vapor.
3.1.1 SAGE II and HALOE Water Vapor Data
Figure 3.1 shows the SAGE II monthly mean water vapor data between 5◦S–5◦N
for the contemporaneous, smoothed HALOE water vapor data originally published in





























































































































































































































































































in the tropical monthly record over the 20-years from 1986 to 2005 along with gaps
from aerosol interference, the tropical tape recorder pattern is qualitatively similar to
that seen in the HALOE data as published by Rosenlof and Reid (2008). Variations
in zonal mean water vapor averaged over 5◦S–5◦N are clearly seen as water vapor
moves from the lower stratosphere to the middle stratosphere over a time period
of approximately 12 months as first described by Mote et al. (1995). Within the
SAGE II data set, the tape recorder effect can be seen from the mid to late 1980s
with slightly higher water vapor content from that seen in HALOE. Rosenlof and
Reid (2008) also called attention to higher stratospheric water vapor in the mid to
late 1990s as compared to the early 1990s and the 2000s. The increasing water vapor
signal in the late 1990s stratosphere seen in the HALOE data set is mirrored in the
SAGE II data set at certain latitudes and altitudes, and will be shown in Section 3.2.
A comparison of the SAGE II zonal water vapor with two additional data sets that
bookend the SAGE II data will extend the knowledge of the changing state of the
lower stratosphere over 20-plus years.
3.1.2 SAGE II, LIMS and MLS Water Vapor Data
To qualitatively extend the water vapor record to validate long-term variations in
the structure of stratospheric water vapor, a non-overlapping time series of the early
SAGE II water vapor record with the LIMS water vapor data set is used as a represen-
tative extension of the state of the stratosphere. A comparison of the later SAGE II
water vapor record with MLS seasonal water vapor can further provide verification as
to the state of the stratospheric water vapor at the end of the SAGE II data record.
































































































































































































































































the monthly variations of the stratospheric water vapor over the 20-year record. Fig-
ure 3.2 shows contour plots of the March 1979 LIMS and March 2005 MLS water va-
por, which are seasonally representative months and of the same approximate Quasi-
Biennial Oscillation (QBO) phase as shown in the Freie Universität Berlin (2012)
record, http://www.geo.fu-berlin.de/en/met/ag/strat/produkte/qbo/index.html.
Figure 3.2 also shows the SAGE II zonal water vapor data progressively changing
pattern in the March monthly data from 1989 to 1996 to 2000 to 2005 and provides a
bridge between the LIMS and MLS data sets, in the same approximate QBO phase.
From Figure 3.2 it is apparent that a change has occurred in the lower to middle
stratosphere over the last 25 years (1979 to 2005) where both the structure and
abundance of water vapor progressively changes over this multi-decadal time frame.
The tropical middle stratospheric (10 mb or ∼30 km) water vapor mixing ratio was
drier in the early part of this study but increased in both the SAGE II and MLS
records. This early record of drier air is confined to the tropical and sub-tropical
region within an altitude range from the tropopause to the middle stratosphere, can
still be seen in the SAGE II data (March 1989) ten years after LIMS measurements.
The MLS (March 2005) and the later SAGE II data (March 2005) show a poleward
spread of the driest air to a horizontal stratification, where the drier air extends from
the tropics to the high latitudes in the lower stratosphere, near the end of this multi-
decadal record. This change from a vertically deeper penetration of drier air into the
middle stratosphere in the tropics, to a shallower but poleward spread of drier air
indicates a possible change of the slower Brewer-Dobson circulation and the stronger
poleward movement of air parcels in the lower stratosphere at or just above the
hygropause into the mid-latitudes. This possible circulation change, along with other
atmospheric changes that might explain the changes observed, will be investigated
further in Chapter 4.
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1986 - 1991 1995 - 1999 2000 - 2005
2Zonal March H O from SAGE II Average of March Monthly Means
Filtered for outliers > 10 ppmv and aerosol extinctions > 6 X 10  -4
Figure 3.3: SAGE II sub-decadal average water vapor for March monthly means
divided into three sub-decadal time frames, 1986–1991, 1995–1999, and 2000–2005.
3.2 SAGE II Water Vapor Signals
The monthly mean water vapor minimum or hygropause is located a few kilome-
ters above the tropopause (Kley et al., 1979) and is formed by a combination of
tropopause temperature fluctuations and atmospheric circulation patterns across the
tropopause where the “cold trap” mechanism dehydrates the air that enters the lower
stratosphere (Holton and Gettelman, 2001; Bonisch et al., 2010), providing a zone of
minimum water vapor above the troposphere (Fueglistaler et al., 2009). Figure 3.3
shows the global zonal lower stratospheric water vapor retrieval during March for
three sub-decadal segments (1986–1991, 1995–1999, and 2000–2005). The plots show
a progressively poleward expansion of a drier hygropause from the period of 1986–
1991 to that of 2000–2005. A progressive drying of the hygropause region was also
reported by Read et al. (2004) based on the MLS data during the period from 1991–
1994 and by Randel et al. (2004) based on the entire HALOE data product. This
region of minimum water vapor (i.e., hygropause) can clearly be seen to change in
the SAGE II March data from the three sub-decadal time frames, indicating that the
region is getting drier. Whether this drying of the hygropause is caused by a tem-
perature change at the tropical troposphere “cold-trap” along with other dynamic
circulation changes in the atmosphere will be investigated in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.4: SAGE II zonal March monthly means at three heights (16 km, 19 km,
& 25 km) in the stratosphere for three zonal latitude bins (20◦S–30◦S, 30◦S–40◦S,
& 40◦S–50◦S) in the Southern Hemisphere from 1986–2005. Linear regression analysis
(blue line) is included to show the long-term change in the water vapor record as seen
by SAGE II. High aerosol years are represented in red and are not used in the linear
regression analysis. Bottom plots represent the best fit linear regression slope as
a function of altitude with the average height of the H2Ov minimum (hygropause)
shown in yellow for each latitude bin. Pearson r correlations (green line) of the linear
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Figure 3.5: SAGE II zonal March monthly means at three heights (16 km, 19 km,
& 25 km) in the stratosphere for three zonal latitude bins (20◦N–30◦N, 30◦N–40◦N,
& 40◦N–50◦N) in the Northern Hemisphere from 1986–2005. Best fit slopes with
2-σ uncertainty between the altitudes of 14 km–40 km are represented in the bottom
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Figure 3.6: Tropical region water vapor trends and the 2-σ uncertainty on the linear
regression as seen in the SAGE II water vapor data. High aerosol years (1986, 1987,
1990, 1992–1994) were not used in the determination of the best fit linear regression
analysis. The average height of the H2Ov minimum (hygropause) is shown in yellow
for each latitude bin and the Pearson r correlation coefficient (green line) of the linear
regressions are also included in the trend plots.
The SAGE II water vapor data was more comprehensively analyzed for decadal
variations in each zonal latitude bin at heights from 14 km to 40 km. Figures 3.4, 3.5,
and 3.6 show the decadal variations of the lower stratospheric water vapor in March
over the southern, northern, and tropical zones, respectively, over the SAGE II 20-year
time period. The mean Southern Hemisphere mid-latitude water vapor during March
at three discrete altitudes along with the linear regression plots with 95% confidence
bands that show the 20-year trends and 2-σ uncertainty on the regression slopes for
the altitudes from 14 km to 40 km are shown in Figure 3.4. The uncertainties on
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the linear regression slope incorporate the measurement error of the monthly means
at each altitude. The years of 1986, 1990, and 1992–1994 with high aerosol are
not used when calculating the linear regression slope but are shown in the plots
as red squares with their reported measurement uncertainties on the monthly mean
water vapor at each altitude. The hygropause is represented by an average of the
water vapor minimum calculated from the SAGE II March monthly minimum water
vapor abundance with an uncertainty delta of half a kilometer (yellow lines on the
regression plots). The SAGE II data shows a statistically significant drying trend in
the Southern Hemisphere sub-tropical/mid-latitude lower stratosphere for the March
season at all latitudes bins from 20◦S–50◦S. Figure 3.5 shows the plots and trends
for the Northern Hemisphere sub-tropical and mid-latitude zonal regions with similar
long-term drying trends above the hygropause over the 20-year record. The lower
stratosphere was wetter in the 1980s compared to the 1990s followed by a significant
drop in the water vapor abundance after 2000. The discontinuity that occurred
after 2000 is conspicuous below 25 km and has been documented by Randel et al.
(2004) using the HALOE data set. Figure 3.6 shows the trends for the tropical
region (20◦N–20◦S) in 10-degree zonal bins. Aerosol from the volcanic eruptions in
1986/1987 affected the tropical region over a longer period of time necessitating the
removal of the March 1987 water vapor signal from the linear regression analysis.
This tropical bias on the March 1987 data is consistent with the location of high
aerosol extinctions shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.5, which document aerosol effects on
the water vapor data in the tropical regions. Removal of the March 1987 tropical data
still yields a significant and valid dehydration trend over the long-term time frame.
The variations seen in the SAGE II water vapor 20-year data record at altitudes
below 25 km are between −0.25 to −0.7 ppmv decade−1 or between −0.07% to
−0.15% decade−1 in the tropical and mid-latitudes at various altitudes. A large
part of this decreasing long-term variation in the stratosphere can be attributed
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to the drop in water vapor between the 2000 and 2001 seasons as documented by
Randel et al. (2006) where they reported an overall global water vapor decrease of
−0.4 ppmv after 2000 as seen by HALOE. Randel et al. (2006) reported that prior
to the year 2000, the HALOE data did not show a significant change in the strato-
spheric global (60◦S–60◦N) mean water vapor from 1992–1999. Oltmans et al. (2000)
reported a regional North American water vapor increase of 0.05 to 0.07 ppmv yr−1
over Boulder, Colorado and Washington DC using balloon-borne frost-point hygrom-
eters up to the year 2000. This was inconsistent with the HALOE water vapor data
which showed no change or even a decrease below 20 km in the same region. A
reanalysis of the Boulder, Colorado balloon-sonde data performed by Scherer et al.
(2008) corrected the linear trends from 1981–2006. This reduced the previous increas-
ing trend in water vapor by 40% and indicated that the trend was not significant at
the 95% confidence interval. In contrast, analysis by Scherer et al. (2008) showed a
significant negative trend in the lower stratosphere for 1992–2005 in the HALOE data
of −0.04 ±0.02 ppmv yr−1, which is consistent with the value seen by SAGE II in
the latitude bin 30◦N–40◦N below 25 km (Figure 3.5). Solomon et al. (2010) looked
at the regional North American mid-latitudes and reported a slight increase in lower
stratospheric water vapor in the 1990s from both HALOE and balloon-sondes over
Boulder, Colorado on the order of 0.5 ppmv decade−1. SAGE II data shows an in-
creasing variation below 20 km in the 30◦N–40◦N zonal latitude bin for 1995–1999
(not shown), however this analysis is not statistically significant because of the small
number of data samples available for linear regression.
The decadal trends are most conspicuous in the lower stratosphere below 25 km
in the mid-latitudes with little or no changes seen in the upper stratosphere above
25 km. The attribution for this dehydration is likely the transport of water vapor
across the tropopause as opposed to changes in atmospheric circulation above 25 km.
To further examine this decadal variation in the lower stratospheric water vapor with
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Figure 3.7: SAGE II seasonal 20-year means for Feb–May 1986–2005. March is the
driest month for most of the latitudes in the 20-year record. The seasonal driest
location is in the topics and sub-tropical latitudes at the altitude in those regions
between 17 km–19 km (just above the tropopause).
an emphasis on the location for the initiation of the dehydration trend, this study
examines the variations in the hygropause by analysis of the water vapor minima in
the SAGE II data. The circulation changes associated with tropical broadening or the
permeability of the sub-tropical transport barriers, which could account for decreases
in water vapor in the lower stratosphere and hygropause over the 20-year record, are
explored in Chapter 4.
3.2.1 Seasonal and Hygropause Analysis from SAGE II Water Vapor
From the previous section, the SAGE II 20-year water vapor data have shown that
the lower stratosphere is getting drier for the time series of March monthly means.
The tape recorder retrievals in the tropics seen in Figure 3.1 have both the HALOE
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and SAGE II water vapor data showing a seasonal minimum water vapor signal in the
boreal late winter/early spring months. Russell et al. (1993), Read et al. (2004), and
Fueglistaler et al. (2005), using HALOE, MLS, and European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 40 Year Re-Analysis (ERA-40) data products
respectively, have also shown that the seasonal water vapor minimum occurs in the
months of February and March, and their corresponding boreal winter and spring
seasons in the lower stratosphere. To pinpoint the seasonal month showing the lowest
seasonal water vapor mixing ratio, the SAGE II 20-year monthly seasonal mean water
vapor data for the months of February, March, April, and May is plotted in Figure 3.7.
The full monthly mean annual cycle has been examined in this study, but only the
driest seasonal months are shown for simplicity. The March 20-year seasonal mean
has the lowest water vapor mixing ratio in almost all the zonal latitudes bins analyzed
with a minimum at altitudes in the tropics and sub-tropics between 17 km–19 km.
These observations of a seasonal minimum and the fact that the March months are
well represented in the SAGE II data set over the entire 20-year operation of the
instrument provides a data set that can be used to look at the decadal seasonal
extreme hydration variations in the lower stratosphere.
The altitudes of the SAGE II water vapor mixing ratio minima, which define the
hygropause, required determining the monthly minimum mixing ratio and the mea-
surement error associated with that minimum mixing ratio for each event profile along
with the tropopause height reported for each event. Then the mean and standard
error in the estimation of each mean were calculated. This was done for all the events
in each zonal latitude bin for each month in the 20-year SAGE II record. To ensure
that the minimum value is a true minimum and not a termination of the event signal
by sub-visual clouds, a check was performed to determine that the minimum water
vapor value found is not the lowest altitude with a valid measurement in the event.
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Additional filtering eliminated mixing ratio values below 0.5 ppmv and minimum val-
ues located below the tropopause. Once the event mixing ratio minima, measurement
errors, altitude locations, and reported tropopause altitude were found in each zonal
latitude bin, the monthly means were calculated for these four minima parameters in
that event. The uncertainty calculation of the monthly minimum water vapor mean
uses the usual weighted mean error equation from Bevington and Robinson (2003)
to account for the variance in the measurement errors included in each minimum
monthly mean.
Figure 3.8 shows the minimum water vapor for the entire 21-year record from
SAGE II water vapor data with the volcanic aerosol events highlighted along with
the minimum water vapor record with those high aerosol months removed. The low
aerosol monthly minima show a drying over the 20-year record in the zonally averaged
tropical and sub-tropical regions of the globe, with a significantly drier hygropause
present in the tropics/sub-tropics for the month of March 2000, which is consistent
with the results found by Randel et al. (2006) and Read et al. (2004). The El Chi-
chon (17◦N), Mt. Ruiz (5◦N), and Mt. Pinatubo (15◦N) eruptions produced aerosols
that affected both hemispheres and erroneously enhanced the retrieved water vapor,
producing higher mixing ratios than the average, while the Mt. Kelut (8◦S) aerosols
affected the tropics and Southern Hemisphere producing a smaller than average water
vapor retrieval (Thomason et al., 2004). The months affected by these four major
eruptions and seen in the aerosol extinctions (Figure 2.3) were removed when looking
for monthly minima and long-term variations in the water vapor over the 20-year
SAGE II data record.
A progressively drier zonal mean hygropause, for the March months, spanning the
SAGE II 20-year record is seen over all zonal latitude bins extending to the poles (Fig-
ure 3.3). This increasing dehydration of the hygropause is most apparent in the tropics
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at that time which persisted through the end of the SAGE II data record (2005). The
transition after 2000 has been linked to temperature and ozone changes that are a
response to an increase in the Brewer-Dobson circulation (Randel et al., 2006, 2007,
2009; Garcia and Randel, 2008). Randel et al. (2006) showed a clear negative temper-
ature anomaly in the tropopause temperature in the tropics beginning in 2000/2001,
which would lead to increased dehydration of the lower stratosphere through the pro-
cess of increasing “cold-trap freeze-drying” of the upwelling tropospheric water vapor
(Brewer, 1949; Mote et al., 1995; Holton et al., 1995) detrained from deep convective
storms and/or an increase in the mean upwelling circulation caused by a stronger
Brewer-Dobson circulation. A more detailed look of the possible processes that could
lead to a drier hygropause is provided in Chapter 4.
The 20-year March monthly minimum water vapor mixing ratios, the 20-year
seasonal monthly minimum water vapor mixing ratios, and the monthly average of
the hygropause height in the tropics, sub-tropic and mid-latitudes for March are
shown in Figure 3.9. The overall trend in the water vapor minimum is negative
primarily dominated by the contribution after the year 2000. By the end of the
SAGE II data record, however, the water vapor minimum had not recovered to pre-
2000 zonal mean levels from the tropics to the mid-latitudes. The top right plot
in Figure 3.9 shows the seasonal SAGE II 20-year monthly means as a function of
latitude. The March monthly means have the driest hygropause from the tropics
to approximately 50◦S and 50◦N. The SAGE II data show a sharp decrease in the
mean water vapor minima in the Southern Hemisphere high-latitude for the months of
September, October and November. The September minimum mean in the 70◦S–80◦S
zonal latitude bin, however, is a single sample from 1990, and the November mean in
the same latitude bin is derived from 5 samples from 1995–1999. Vömel et al. (1995)
and Nedoluha et al. (2002) documented this dehydration process in the southern
polar region attributing it at and above the hygropause as the process of an air parcel
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Figure 3.9: SAGE II zonal March minimum monthly means in the stratosphere for
three zonal latitude bins (0◦–10◦, 20◦–30◦, & 40◦–50◦) in the Southern and Northern
Hemispheres from 1985–2005. Linear regression analysis is included to show the long-
term change in the water vapor record as seen by SAGE II. High aerosol years are
represented in red and are not used in the linear regression analysis. The 20-year
seasonal minima across all latitudes show March as the driest average month. The
altitude location for the minimum March water vapor signal defines the hygropause
and is shown at five latitude bins for both hemispheres (bottom right plots).
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undergoing multiple dehydration events inside the polar vortex. Future studies, which
are outside the scope of this thesis, will explore this high latitude dehydration in the
Southern Hemisphere.
The bottom right panels of Figure 3.9 show the hygropause location over time for
latitude bins in both hemispheres. All of the latitude bins show a relatively stable
zonally averaged hygropause altitude from the tropics to the poles within the 0.5 km
vertical resolution of the SAGE II water vapor product. The stable altitudes of the
zonally averaged minimum water vapor over the 20-year analysis period points to a
long-term stability in the vertical temperature profile of the zonal mean atmosphere.
The relatively stable altitude of the zonally averaged hygropause and the decreasing
water vapor record from 1986–2005 are consistent with trends found in other data
sets of water vapor, temperature, and ozone measurements from HALOE (Randel
et al., 2006; Garcia and Randel, 2008; Rosenlof and Reid, 2008; Solomon et al., 2010),
SSU (Randel et al., 2009), balloon-borne frost point hygrometers (Rosenlof and Reid,
2008), and MLS (Read et al., 2004, 2008). To determine the possible causes of the
drier hygropause during the 20-years of March seasonal changes, three mechanisms
at the transport barrier in the tropics and sub-tropics between the troposphere and
stratosphere are examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
VARIATIONS OF THE TRANSPORT BARRIER AND
THEIR IMPACTS ON THE HYGROPAUSE
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are three possible pathways for moist tropospheric air
transport into the lower stratosphere that could account for the variations seen in the
lower stratospheric minimum water vapor retrievals from 1986–2005. The main region
for transport of moist upper tropospheric airmass occurs in the tropics, where the
“cold trap” at the tropical tropopause dehydrates the air mass that is ascending into
the lower stratosphere. This region of seasonal transport can occur across the entire
tropical region from the equator to the location of the sub-tropical jet where transport
can occur diabatically driven by radiative heating in deep tropics or adiabatically
across the tropopause fold near the subtropical jets following potential temperature
surfaces. If the “cold-trap” at the tropical tropopause was decreasing, drier air would
be transported into the tropical lower stratosphere and an increasing B-D circulation
could then quickly move this drier airmass up into the middle stratosphere in the
tropics and meridionally to the pole at the “tropical leaky pipe” location just above
the tropopause. In addition, if the tropical region was expanding over time to the
poles, the region for transport to and from the LS and UT would expand likely
affecting the presence of water vapor in theses region.
To help explain the variations seen over the 20-year record in the SAGE II lower
stratospheric water vapor and the hygropause, three proxy parameters in the region
of the transport barrier between the troposphere and stratosphere are examined (Fig-
ure 4.1). The first analysis regards changes in tropical and sub-tropical tropopause
temperatures for the seasons prior to the March annual minimum in water vapor. This
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the three transport barrier regions under investigation.
The temperature of the tropopause at the tropics (1); zonal movement in the dif-
ference between the hygropause and tropopause altitude which is fairly constant at
the tropics and subtropics would indicate tropical broadening (2); and movement and
zonal variations in the subtropical/extra-tropical jet (3) could indicate changes in the
transport barrier in these regions.
lag time accounts for the slow transport of air from the troposphere into the lower
stratosphere as documented by Mote et al. (1995). The second analysis examines
changes in the location of the hygropause relative to the location of the tropopause,
which would indicate tropical broadening into the extra-tropics affecting the trans-
port of water vapor into the lower stratosphere outside of the tropical latitudes. The
third analysis looks at Ertel’s Potential Vorticity (EPV or PV for short) and maxi-
mum zonal Uwinds to determine changes in the horizontal transport barrier at the
location of the sub-tropical/extra-tropical jets for the season or months preceding the
minimum water vapor signal.
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Figure 4.2: SAGE II 20-year (1986–2005) zonal seasonal mean of the hygropause
location for the months of January through December.
4.1 Tropical Tropopause Temperature Analysis
To look at the processes giving rise to the dehydration of the hygropause over the last
25 years, recent studies have concentrated on the dynamical processes surrounding
the Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL) (Fueglistaler et al., 2009). The TTL is defined
to be a wide region from 14 km to 18.5 km extending from the equator to 30 degrees in
latitude for both hemispheres independent of season. It is interesting to note that the
seasonal hygropause, found in the SAGE II water vapor data resides within the TTL
during boreal winter and spring seasons but extends beyond the top range of the TTL
for the boreal summer and fall seasons in the tropics (Figure 4.2). The TTL bounds
the tropopause and the “cold trap” location above the tropopause. The “cold trap”
region is where the dehydration of the moist tropospheric air parcels transitioning into
the lower stratosphere in the tropics occurs (Fueglistaler et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2010;
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Wright et al., 2011). Randel et al. (2004) has shown a correlation between colder tro-
popause temperatures and the decreased water vapor seen by HALOE after the year
2000. Since SAGE II water vapor data show that the March season is the driest sea-
son in the annual record, an analysis of the tropical tropopause temperatures prior to
that seasonal minimum should have the lowest seasonal tropopause temperatures as-
suming that the dehydration of the stratospheric air parcels in the tropics is primarily
a function of the “cold trap” mechanism. There should also be a trend towards colder
tropopause temperatures to match the decreasing trend in the hygropause from 1986–
2005. The tropopause temperatures were analyzed from the MERRA 2D data set,
which can be downloaded from http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/research/merra/intro.php
(NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, GMAO, 2012).
The analysis of the tropopause temperatures from the MERRA data set shows that
downward trends with Student’s t-test significance greater than 95% in the discrete
0.5◦ latitude bins exist for December from 8◦S–33◦S and 40◦S–47◦S, January from
28◦S–17◦N, 40◦S–50◦S, 47◦N–55◦N, and 70◦N–82◦N, March from 10◦N–12◦N and
38◦S–45◦S, and DJF from 23◦S–16◦N and 42◦S–50◦S, with the latitudinal ranges
within the TTL highlighted by bold font. The 20-year temperature changes in
February, in each discrete 0.5◦ latitudinal bin, were not significant at greater than or
equal to 95%. A significant decrease of the tropical tropopause temperatures within
the TTL occurred during December and January (Figure 4.3), prior to March when
drying of the hygropause was strongest. Thus, the decrease of the tropical tropopause
temperature in January and February can explain a dehydration of the air across the
transport barrier by the “cold trap” mechanism. As this colder, drier air moves both
vertically with the Brewer-Dobson (B-D) circulation and along isentropic contour lines
just above the tropopause, it is transported over time to produce a drier hygropause
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Figure 4.3: Zonal seasonal tropical tropopause temperatures for DJF in the TTL
latitude bins. All DJF seasonal trends shown have a Student’s t-test significance of
95%. The 15◦S–15◦N DJF seasonal trend is significant at 99%.
Figure 4.4: Seasonal (DJF) and monthly (Dec, Jan, Feb, and Mar) 20-year tropo-
pause temperature changes at the zonal southern mid-latitude from 40◦S–50◦S and
30◦S–40◦S. The DJF (blue), Dec (yellow), and Jan (green) tropopause temperature
changes are significant at greater than 95% for the 40◦S–50◦S zonal latitude, but only
the DJF is significant at greater than 95% for the 30◦S–40◦S zonal latitude.
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To investigate whether tropospheric air entering isentropically into the lower
stratosphere at southern mid-latitudes outside the defined latitude range of the TTL
can also be affected by the change in the tropopause temperatures, Figure 4.4 shows
the MERRA tropopause temperature data at the 30◦S–40◦S and 40◦S–50◦S zonal
latitude bin for the DJF season and the months of December, January, February, and
March. The zonal latitude bin from 20◦S–30◦S (not shown) has the same results as
the 40◦S–50◦S latitude bin in that the DJF season and the December and January tro-
popause temperatures are decreasing over the 20-years with a Student’s t-test signifi-
cance of greater than 95%. However, the 30◦S–40◦S zonal latitude bin only shows that
the DJF change is significant at greater than 95%. These colder tropopause temper-
atures over time might account for further “freeze-drying” of the moist tropospheric
air that can move isentropically into the lower stratosphere at mid-latitudes further
dehydrating the hygropause regions in the mid-latitude. The significant trend in the
MERRA tropopause temperature from 1986–2005 mirrors the results found by Santer
et al. (2003) and Seidel and Randel (2006) from the ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR re-
analysis data sets and radiosonde observations respectively. Both studies documented
a tropopause that is trending colder by 0.7 K decade−1 and 0.41 ±0.09 K decade−1,
respectively, and increasing in altitude by 120 m to 190 m and 64 ±21 m decade−1, re-
spectively, over the 20 years to 25 years from 1979–1999 and 1980–2004, respectively.
The MERRA data set produces tropopause temperature trends that are closer to val-
ues derived by Seidel and Randel (2006) and Zhou et al. (2001) of ∼0.5 K decade−1.
Changes in the tropopause height were not derived from SAGE II water vapor data
because the altitude resolution of the data set is greater than 0.5 km. The study of
altitude changes in the tropopause using MERRA data will be considered in future
research.
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Figure 4.5: The left plot (A) is the January to December SAGE II 20-year average
relative difference of the hygropause and tropopause heights for the low aerosol years.
The right plot (B) shows January and March relative difference between the locations
of the hygropause and tropopause where the January 20◦S–30◦S change over time
(green) is significant at greater than 95%.
4.2 Tropical Broadening Analysis Using SAGE II Data
Tropical broadening has been discussed in terms of the expansion of the Hadley
circulation and shifts of the subtropical and extra-tropical jets toward the poles (Davis
and Rosenlof, 2012). A possible cause for the dehydration seen in the subtropical
and mid-latitude lower stratosphere might be the broadening of the TTL into the
extra-tropical latitudes. The colder temperatures associated with the tropical “cold
trap” would have expanded into the mid-latitudes as part of the tropical broadening.
Similarly, the higher latitudes would show more tropical characteristics, including
increasingly tropical tropopause and hygropause altitudes. As a proxy for the process
of tropical broadening, the height difference between the hygropause and tropopause
was examined over the 20-year SAGE II water vapor record to determine if there is a
significant change in the mid-latitude that mirrors the TTL characteristics possibly
suggesting expansion of tropical characteristics into the mid-latitudes.
March is the seasonal month for the hygropause minimum, so the December
through March monthly and the DJF seasonal transport barrier characteristics at
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the tropics and sub-tropics were studied for long-term trends to account for the de-
crease seen in the March hygropause 20-year record. The hygropause and tropopause
altitudes are determined from the SAGE II data where the tropopause height is
provided with the SAGE II product as a meteorological parameter taken from the
NCEP temperature and pressure heights ancillary data set. The 20-year average zonal
monthly altitude difference between the hygropause and tropopause over 10-degree
latitude bins are shown in Figure 4.5A along with the time series of the zonal mean
height difference between the hygropause and tropopause in January and March for
the sub-tropics and mid-latitude (Figure 4.5B). The relative difference in the location
of the hygropause and tropopause is approximately 1 km in the tropics and expands
to approximately 4 km to 6 km in the high latitudes as shown in Figure 4.5A. Only
the month of January in the latitude bin from 20◦S–30◦S shows a significant trend of
increasing differential height between the hygropause and tropopause (95% Student’s
t-test). Such a change is opposite from what we expect from the tropical broadening,
but consistent with an increase of upwelling as a result of the Brewer-Dobson circula-
tion. The observed variance is likely a response to an increase of the vertical distance
between the tropopause and hygropause after 2000, which appears to be consistent
with an increase of Brewer-Dobson circulation suggested by Randel et al. (2007).
4.3 Potential Vorticity and Jet Analysis
The transport barrier at the tropopause has been traditionally defined by a thermal
gradient where the lowest temperature in this vertical thermal gradient or “cold trap”
was the region in the tropopause layer where dehydration of tropospheric air occurred
as it was being transported into the lower stratosphere (Brewer, 1949). Additional re-
search has built on this seminal work highlighting that a horizontal thermal gradient
might also be involved in the dehydration of the stratospheric air as moist tropo-
spheric air traveled through the TTL region in the tropics and sub-tropics (Holton
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and Gettelman, 2001). Horizontal thermal gradients provide additional dynamic re-
sponses at the tropopause that affect the transport of air parcels from the troposphere
to the stratosphere, especially in the zonal mid- and high-latitudes where episodic dy-
namic events such as large cyclones and tropopause folds can significantly change the
thermal profile of the tropopause layer (Stohl et al., 2003). It is because of these
dynamic responses from both vertical and horizontal thermal gradients that the po-
tential vorticity (PV) contours, which contain both absolute vorticity and potential
temperature, were first used by Reed (1955) and later refined by Holton et al. (1995).
The extra-tropical tropopause is located by definition at the PV contour around
2 PVU, where PVU is the standard PV unit of 10−6 m2s−1K kg−1.
Kunz et al. (2011) showed the sub-tropical jet and the thermal tropopause were
approximately bounded by the ±2 and ±4 PVU contours—negative in the Southern
Hemisphere (SH), positive in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). The sharpness of the
PV gradients and the strength of the sub-tropical jet determine the extent for the
transport of air across the quasi-isentropic barrier in the sub-tropical/extra-tropical
regions. A larger PV gradient indicates a stronger jet and less isentropic transport
across the dynamic barrier. To look for changes at the transport barrier in the
sub-tropical and mid-latitude regions, the Southern Hemisphere—which shows more
zonal uniformity in the PV contours compared to the Northern Hemisphere—PV and
maximum sub-tropical jet Uwind speeds and location were analyzed.
The Southern Hemisphere has a more uniform zonal circulation in the extra-tropics
as a result of a lack of topographical features that would introduce wave dynamics
into the zonal atmospheric circulation. Because of this uniformity, the SH jet charac-
teristics are examined using the NCEP and MERRA data. The NCEP meteorological
data show that the strongest zonal winds associated with the SH sub-tropical jet are
located at a pressure level of 200 mb at approximately 30◦S, while the strongest zonal
winds of the SH extra-tropical jet are at a pressure level of 250 mb at approximately
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Figure 4.6: NCEP maximum southern Uwind composites for each month from 1986–
2005 (December composites from 1985–2004) with zonal maximum (white), minimum
(green), and mean tropopause (red) locations shown (dotted lines). The polar jet
located above 100 mb has central latitude of ∼60◦S and is present from April to
November with the sub-tropical jet located at ∼30◦S at the bottom of the TTL.
December to March has a weak subtropical jet with the strongest winds located in
the same region where the top of the extra-tropical jet is located (∼45◦S).
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45◦S (Figure 4.6). For the DJF season, the extra-tropical jet dominates as the max-
imum zonal Uwind at the pressure level of 200 mb. Analysis of the maximum zonal
Uwind speeds using the MERRA data does not show any statistically significant trend
in the seasonal (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON) maximum Uwind speed for the period from
1986–2005. The analysis of the MERRA 200 mb data has jet features similar to the
NCEP data with the JJA season having the fastest maximum zonal Uwind speeds
(between 38 m s−1 and 44 m s−1) and located between 27◦S and 30◦S and the DJF
and MAM seasons having the weakest zonal Uwind speeds (between 26 m s−1 and
34 m s−1) and located between 45◦S and 50◦S. The monthly 20-year trend in maxi-
mum zonal Uwind speed and location was not found to be statistically significant in
the MERRA data implying that the transport barrier was not affected by a stronger
jet in the extra-tropical tropopause layer. The PV contours that bound the jet were
analyzed next to determine if the location of the jet during the months preceding
the zonal monthly water vapor minimum have changed, possibly affecting transport
across the tropopause in the extra-tropics.
Figure 4.7a shows the latitude location of the monthly averaged MERRA PV
contours at −4 PVU and −2 PVU from 1986–2005. Only the December −2 PVU
and the March −4 PVU 20-year trends test at greater than 95% significance using a
Student’s t-test. The December −4 PVU, however, is at the 94.98% level of signif-
icance. The significant December trends on the −4 PVU and −2 PVU levels show
a steady movement towards the southern pole with a small but insignificant change
in the PV location at the 200 mb height. The movement in the PV latitude location
between the −2 PVU and −4 PVU PV contours (Figure 4.7, plot b) shows a statisti-
cally insignificant widening over the 20-year time period. This lack of significance in
the zonal width of the PV bands that defines the zonal sub-tropical jet region does
not indicate an overall change in the strength of the dynamic barrier for isentropic
transport. Since the southern sub-tropical jet is most often bracketed between the
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Figure 4.7: Plots a–b: Seasonal −4 PVU and −2 PVU PV locations at 200 mb and
the latitude differences between the two PV contours. The DJF seasonal 20-year
trends in the location of the PV −4 PVU (Blue) and the −2 PVU (Red) gradients.
Bold trend lines denote greater than 95% significance levels. Plots c–d: Location of
the maximum zonal Uwind (green) is within the seasonal zone of the PV jet-stream
contours at 250 mb, but outside the seasonal PV contours at 200 mb.
−4 PVU and the −2 PVU contours (Kunz et al., 2011), the significant shifting of the
December PV levels at 200 mb towards the poles indicates that the sub-tropical jet
might also be shifting to the poles. A poleward shift in the sub-tropical jet has been
documented by Bengtsson et al. (2006) using ERA-40 data showing that a jet shift
towards the poles might be caused by enhanced sea-surface temperatures (SST). Hu
and Fu (2007) have documented a poleward shift between 2◦–4.5◦ in zonal latitude
in the Hadley cell which is bounded on the poleward edge by the sub-tropical jet.
Seidel et al. (2007) summarizes the current research into the widening of the tropical
belt which is bounded by the sub-tropical jets in both hemispheres. This poleward
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movement in the sub-tropical jets has been shown to affect the troposphere by moving
the dry/rain zones on the surface, however there has been little discussion of how this
movement in the jet and the Hadley cell edge would affect the transport barrier and
lower stratospheric water vapor within the extra-tropical regions of the globe.
Extending the PV analysis to look for seasonal changes in the gradient and move-
ment of the region bounded by the −2 PVU and −4 PVU PV contours that could
affect the March hygropause, the DJF seasonal trends at two pressure levels were
analyzed (Figure 4.7c–d). The trends of poleward shifts of the −4 PVU and −2 PVU
contours at 200 mb in DJF are statistically significant at greater than 95% and 94.2%
respectively. The MERRA Uwind data were used to determine the maximum Uwind
location for the sub-tropical jet in the Southern Hemisphere. The maximum sea-
sonal Uwind falls outside of the −4 PVU and −2 PVU brackets at 200 mb, but is
bracketed by the PV lines at 250 mb, which is the level of maximum Uwind for most
seasons. Variations in the maximum Uwind locations over the 20-year record are
not statistically significant at either pressure level. The latitudinal differences be-
tween the −4 PVU and −2 PVU contours were statistically insignificant for all of the
seasonal analyses performed, implying that the strength of the transport barrier was
unchanged in both the magnitudes of the zonal PV gradients and the zonal maximum
Uwind speeds over the 20-year time period. This analysis suggests that the SH sub-
tropical jet as bounded by the −4 PVU and −2 PVU contours has shifted poleward
in the austral summer season. This shift expands the TTL southward, allowing more
dehydrated air to enter the tropical lower stratosphere in January. This change could
also contribute to the enhanced hygropause in March.
4.4 Transport Barrier Analysis Summary and Conclusions
To help explain the water vapor variations seen over the 20-years of SAGE II water
vapor data, the transport barrier between the troposphere and the stratosphere was
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examined to determine if there were (1) temperature changes at the tropical tropo-
pause that would account for the drier hygropause; (2) tropical broadening which
would explain a more tropical-like dehydration of the subtropical/extra-tropical re-
gions; and (3) changes in the subtropical/extra-tropical jet strength that would ac-
count for less transport isentropically across the transport barrier in the region of the
subtropical (∼30◦) and extra-tropical (∼45◦) jets for the season preceding the March
dehydrating hygropause.
A change in the strength of the sub-tropical jet would affect the transport barrier
in the extra-tropics and could account for the water vapor variation in the 20-year
March hygropause. The analysis of zonal PV contours and zonal maximum Uwinds
did not show a statistically significant change in the strength of the sub-tropical jet.
However, the PV contour lines at −2 PVU and −4 PVU, which have been shown to
bound the sub-tropical jet in the sub-tropical region (∼30◦), did indicate a statistically
significant movement of the SH sub-tropical jet towards the poles during the DJF and
DJFM season over the 20-year time frame from 1986–2005. Such a poleward shift of
the SH subtropical jets DJF could allow more dehydrated air entering the tropical
stratosphere and therefore contribute to the strengthening and broadening of the
hygropause in March.
The MERRA analysis shows a statistically significant decrease in the DJF trop-
ical and sub-tropical tropopause temperature over the 20-year time period that can
account for progressive dehydration at the tropical barrier. It is well known that the
tropical “cold trap” mechanism freeze-dries the air moving across the tropical trans-
port barrier (Fueglistaler et al., 2009) leading to a drier water vapor concentration
above the tropopause. As this drier air is circulated upward and along isentropic tem-
perature contours above the tropopause as seen in Figure 1.1(e) (i.e., rapid meridional






































































































































Figure 4.8: The zonal seasonal Vwind for the SH and NH at latitude bins between
20◦–40◦at pressure levels above the tropopause (70 mb, 100 mb, and 150 mb). Bold
lines denote statistically significant trends in the zonal Vwind. Northward zonal
Vwind direction is positive while a southward zonal Vwind direction is a negative.
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and lower stratospheric water vapor retrievals from the tropics to the poles. Fig-
ure 4.8 shows the zonal Vwind speed for both the NH and the SH at the zonally
averaged latitude bins from 20◦–40◦ at three pressure levels above the tropopause.
The SH zonal Vwind shows a statistically significant increase in the strength of the
southward wind speed for all seasons at pressure levels above the tropopause (70 mb,
100 mb, and 150 mb) in the latitude region from 20◦S–40◦S indicating an enhanced
lower branch of the Brewer-Dobson circulation that should influence the hygropause
into the extra-tropical region.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Prior to the analysis performed in this thesis, the SAGE II water vapor product
was recommended to be filtered for aerosol extinctions greater than 2×10−4 km−1
(Thomason et al., 2004) which eliminated all of the monthly mean water vapor data
prior to 1996 near the tropopause (Chiou et al., 2006). Personal communications
with L. W. Thomason (April 4, 2009) led to a filtering process that would retain the
earlier part of the SAGE II water vapor data product at most altitudes and latitudes.
Combining the filtered data into monthly means produced an enhancement to the
SAGE II water vapor data set that extended the record from the late 1980s to the
mid-2000s. This enhanced, filtered water vapor data set was then available for use to
look at the long-term variations in zonal mean lower stratospheric water vapor and
the hygropause over this 20-year timeframe.
Analysis of SAGE II water vapor data from 1986–2005 suggests a decadal drying
and poleward spread of a drier hygropause that is consistent with results of HALOE,
LIMS, and MLS data sets. These changes are greatest in March, when the hygropause
is the driest. Analysis performed for this study shows a decrease of the tropical tropo-
pause temperature during austral summer (DJF), an increase of the distance between
the tropopause and hygropause in the SH subtropics in January, a poleward expan-
sion of the Hadley circulation in the SH in December, and an increase of poleward
meridional winds at 70 hPa during austral summer (DJF).
The lower stratospheric zonal water vapor trend seen in the long-term SAGE II
water vapor retrievals from 1986–2005 is consistent with the trend seen in HALOE wa-
ter vapor date from 1992–2005 (Randel et al., 2004). Chiou et al. (2006) also showed
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good comparisons between the SAGE II and HALOE water vapor data, showing a
decreasing trend in the lower stratosphere after 1996. These decreasing trends were at
odds with the increasing lower stratospheric water vapor trends reported by Dvortsov
and Solomon (2001), Rosenlof et al. (2001), and Oltmans et al. (2000) using balloon-
bourn frost-point hygrometers at locations near Boulder, CO and Washington, DC
in the Northern Hemisphere. The long-term negative variation seen in the SAGE II
water vapor over the zonal mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere (Figure 3.5) is more
consistent with the re-evaluated balloon-bourn frost-point data reported by Scherer
et al. (2008) and Chiou et al. (2006), which shows no significant trend in water vapor
from 1992–2005. This re-evaluation of the one data set that was showing an increas-
ing trend in opposition to results from SAGE II and HALOE and concurrent research
showing that the trend in the tropical tropopause temperatures is decreasing provides
stronger evidence for a connection between decreasing tropopause temperatures and
decreasing stratospheric water vapor (Randel et al., 2009).
The mechanisms reported in the literature that would account for such variations
of the lower stratospheric water vapor and hygropause include cooling of the tropical
tropopause temperature in the tropics (Zhou et al., 2001; Dvortsov and Solomon,
2001; Fueglistaler et al., 2005; Randel et al., 2006, 2009; Wright et al., 2011), a
possible strengthening of upwelling and the Brewer-Dobson circulation (Randel et al.,
2006; Garcia and Randel, 2008; Bonisch et al., 2010), and variations at the extra-
tropical transport barrier that would affect the isentropic transport of air across the
tropopause into the extra-tropical latitudes (Dessler et al., 1995; Hintsa et al., 1998;
Ray et al., 2004). The results recorded in this thesis suggest that the decrease in
the temperature of the “cold trap” and enhancement of the lower B-D circulation are
the likely cause of the enhanced dehydration of the hygropause seen in the SAGE II
water vapor. In addition, the poleward expansion of the SH portion of the Hadley
circulation in December could also allow more dehydrated air entering the tropical
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stratosphere, and contribute to the drying of the hygropause. Finally, the increasing
strength of the lower branch of the B-D circulation, as shown by a strengthened
poleward wind at 70 hPa would move this drier air into the extra-tropical latitudes
leading to poleward spread of a drier hygropause.
Other studies have looked at the changes in the location and strength of the
subtropical and extra-tropical jets and analysis showing the zonal tropical region
is widening (i.e., tropical broadening) (Hu and Fu, 2007; Seidel and Randel, 2007;
Hudson, 2011). These studies are components of the overall research on the vari-
ations in the zonal seasonal Hadley circulation. The question of whether changes
in the Hadley cells can influence isentropic transport of moist tropospheric air into
the extra-tropical lower stratosphere is still an area of active research. It has been
shown that isentropic transport of tropospheric air masses in the extra-tropics does
occur, however these are regional studies, which are not explicitly tied to the Hadley
circulation (Poulida et al., 1996; Rood et al., 1997; Ray et al., 2004). Conclusions on
whether the Hadley circulation is zonally changing over the 20-years from 1986–2005
rely on zonally averaged monthly means for this study. The Ertel’s Potential Vorticity
zonal seasonal contour analysis in the Southern Hemisphere does indicate that there
is a poleward movement in the austral summer extra-tropical jet. It is left for future
work to determine whether this variation in the proxy location for the zonal poleward
edge of the Hadley cell influences the isentropic transport of tropospheric air into the
extra-tropical lower stratosphere.
This work has raised some interesting and important questions, such as: What are
the main processes for dehydration in the extra-tropical hygropause? Can the tropical
broadening be linked to responses in trends in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation? How
much of the variation in the hygropause and lower stratospheric water vapor can be
attributed to a variation in the methane oxidation process? What is controlling the
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seasonal height changes in the tropopause and hygropause, and is there a long-term
variation present?
An open question remains as to the importance of the process of extra-tropical
isentropic transport to the mid-latitude hygropause. Future work will require corre-
lation between deep-convective over-shooting systems and the concurrent and lagging
measurements of SAGE II water vapor in the same extra-tropical region. Since zonal
mean data hide the phase change in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, a finer temporal
resolution and possibly a finer spatial resolution will be necessary to discern a link
between variations in the hygropause and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation.
Future work will also include more extensive analysis of the tropopause altitude
changes in the TTL and extra-tropical regions using the MERRA data set. Seidel
and Randel (2007) have shown that the tropopause height has increased by hundreds
of meters. The SAGE II data set has a resolution of greater than 500 meters, making
it necessary to refine the SAGE II altitude resolution or use a different data set to
look for relative changes between the hygropause and tropopause altitudes and the
absolute trends, if any, in their location. A new version for the SAGE II data is
planned to be released in 2012/2013 with an improved ancillary reference for the
altitude of each event measurement. It is expected that this will allow better altitude
resolution for the study of changes in the heights of both the water vapor minimum
and the tropopause height, which will be imported from the MERRA data set.
Carrying forward with the success of the SAGE II mission, three SAGE III in-
struments were built. The SAGE III/Meteor-3M mission launched into orbit in De-
cember 2001 on a Russian satellite, operating and supplying science data until 2005.
A second SAGE III mission will deliver another SAGE III instrument to the Inter-
national Space Station in 2014. The SAGE series of products admit good vertical
resolution and exhibit a natural consistency across missions because of a substan-
tially proved and thoroughly validated occultation measurement technique. Future
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research on the long-term variations in the hygropause and lower stratospheric water
vapor will utilize these SAGE III water vapor retrievals to expand and enhance the
analysis performed in this work. The aerosol filtering enhancement to the SAGE II
water vapor product that distinguishes this research can be extended to the SAGE III
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